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Abstract

The ARPANET experience has produced occasional
network deadlocks and other (less catastrophic)
forms of network degradation. These problems
have been traced to logical faul ts in the network

"flow control procedure . In this paper we discuss
the general air.s and prob lems of flow control,
describe aspects of the ARPANET approach, and
then ou t l ine scrne of the deadlocks and degrada-
tions which have been discovered. No satisfac-
tory solut ion to the general problem of discover-
ing hidden deadlocks is available yet.

I. Introduct ion

^k. Whenever two information processing systems
mge data , c a r e f u l l y designed control pro-

-.edurcs 2re necessary to insure safe and correct
transfer of the in format ion . The main purpose
of these control procedures is:

1. prevent ion of loss of data (for example,
the receiving system must signal its
readiness to accept the data)

2. duplicate detect ion (each transferred
information item should be read only
once by the receiving system)

3. error detect ion and correction
4. e f f i c i en t use of physical resources
5. deadlock prevention

There are other issues involved in the data trans-
fer such as recovery frora fa i lures , security, and
accounting that are not dealt with in this paper.

If the two systems are in close physical
proximity a carefu l ly designed handshake proce-
dure usually provides most cf the control that is
necessary for the correct t ransfer of data. If
two (or irore) systems are connected over tele-
phone l ines , special control messages are usually
exchanged between the systems to control the flow

'of data. The nost complex case arises when a
COEaunications network is used to inter-connect
a variety of d i f f e r e n t information processing
systems such as computer terminals , remote job
entry s ta t ions , sensors, speech processors, etc.
(f~ Figure 1). In this case, there are several

Is of data t ransfer which need to be con-
l l cd . In pa r t i cu la r , the f low of data has to

'« controlled betveen:
a) any pair of communications processors
b) a con.nTuni cat ions processor and the

O COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR

INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM

Figure 1. Computer—Communication Network Structure.

attached information processing syster-s
c) any pair of information processing sys-

tems
d) any pair of communicating processes if

the information processing syster.3 are
multiprogramming or t ime-shar ing computer
systems

In this paper we will mostly deal with a) and b) ,
that is, the control procedures within and at the
boundary of the communications network. We w i l l
focus our attention on packet-switched networks end
discuss the inyact of flow control procedures on the
performance of these networks. To demonstrate the
diff icul ty of designing "correct" control proce-
dures we will report on the experience with the
operation of the ARPANET [1,2,3,4] . Several design
oversights in the ARPANET are discussed which
caused or could have caused serious performance
degradations or even a complete lockup. These con-
ditions have since been identified and corrected.

II. Performance Criteria

Before we go into a discussion of various
control procedures, we will first describe the
performance c r i t e r i a t ha t arc used to c v . i l u n t e
packet-switched corputcr coir-iiuni cacior. ne tworks .
In this context , we are interested in performance



fron its neighbors. To avoid congestion, the
input is usual ly stopped even before all the
buf fe r s arc occupied. For example, there is only
a l imited number of packets allowed on each out-
out queue. Packets which would have to join a

: •** output queue are rejected. There may also
o\ l imit on the total number of "store-and-
forward" buffers such that only packets which
leave the network at the node in question
("reassembly packets" 0 are accepted if all store-
and-forward buffers are occupied [2,6].

The existence of local flow control proce-
dures implies that packets may experience an
admission delay which wi l l be non-zero in case
of ( local) congestion. This admission delay is
experienced not only by packets which enter the
net from the outside but also by packets which
are transmitted from a neighboring node. It is
important to real ize that this admission delay
contributes to the total delay in the same way
as the queueing delay in the output queues.
Therefore the decision as to what packets to
accept or reject should be based on a similar
priority structure as that described for the
management of output queues. For example, HT-
packets could already be rejected while LD-pack-
ets and RT-packets are still being accepted.
Also, for packets with the same priority, pre-
ference should be given to packets which are
transmitted from a neighboring node over those
which try to enter the net from the outside.
This strategy helps effectively to prevent
further congestion [7].

Local flow control alone is not sufficient
1" avoid congestion in a packet-switched network.

re also needs to be some limitation on the
total number of packets which can be handled by
the network simultaneously. Procedures which
achieve this l imitation are called global flow
control procedures. If the global flow control
works proper ly , further input to the communica-
tions network is stopped w e l l before all the
buffer space in the net is occupied. There are
two methods of global flow control which have
been invest igated: end-to-end flow control (ARPA-
like[6]) and isarithmic flew control (NPL-like[8]).

In the current ARPANET there is a maximum
number of four messages which can be outstanding

- between any pair of source-destination nodes (or
IMPs). This scheme has two major advantages:
1. It is easy to implement (Whenever four end-
to-end acknowledgment packets, called RFNMs, are
outs tanding, further input from any of the
attached computers, called HOSTs, is stopped).
2. The input to the net is stopped rapidly when
a dest inat ion IMP or HOST goes down.

A disadvantage of the current scheme is that
the flows between distinct pairs of HOSTs which
are connected tc the same source and destination
IMPs suf fer from interference. Therefore a change
of the global f low control from an IMP-to-IMP to
a HOST-to-HOST basis is currently being consider-
ed. There are other areas of possible improve-
ment of the end-to-end global flow control pro-

iure vhich are worth investigating. For
( tairple, the l ini t of four outstanding messages

appears to be rather arbitrary. Ideally, this
number should change dynamically as a function of
the total network load. It should also be consid-

ered to l imit the number of outs tanding packets ,
not messages since most of the network resources
are allocated to packets, and not messages. This
number of outstanding packets may then depend on
the minimum number of hops between source and
destination IMP. This is in contrast to the
current scheme which is distance-independent.

Isarithmic f low control is based on the idea
of a fixed number of "containers". A packet must
be placed in an empty container before being
'transmitted. When the packet arrives at its
destination node, it is removed from the container
which then becomes available for the t ransmiss ion
of another packet. The empty container may be
stored at the node where it became empty or be
sent to a neighboring node. In the ' isari thmic
flow control scheme, the admission delay is the
time a packet waits for an empty container to
become available.

It is important to realize that wi th this
flow control method the management of the empty
containers has a direct influence on the perform-
ance of the network. For example , if the network
is to be optimized for LD- t r a f f i c , it is desir-
able to restrict the movement of the empty con-
tainers in such a way that there are always a few
empty containers waiting at each node. This
guarantees a zero admission delay. If the net-
work is, on the other hand, to be optimized for
HT-traffic, a node should have the abil i ty to
acquire empty containers from its neighbors.
However, if a large percentage of the containers
is used by a few nodes to achieve high throughput ,
other nodes wi l l be out of empty containers. This
wi l l introduce considerable admission delavs at
these nodes. This exairple shows c lear ly that
HT-traffic and LD-traffic are conflicting goals
in this environment.

A possibility to reconcile the con f l i c t i ne
interests is to provide for different types of
containers. Some containers may, for instance,
only be allowed to transport ID-packets. These
are then managed separately to suboptimize the
LD-traffic. Another type of container may be
allowed to transport HT-packets and LD-packets.
These containers can be used to achieve a high
throughput. Similar observations can be made if
HT-traffic, LD-traffic, and RT-traffic must be
accommodated in the same network.

IV. Lockups and Throughput Degradation in the
ARPANET

4.1 Previous Lockup Probleins

Lockup or deadlock conditions are one of the
most serious system malfunctions that can occur
in a computer system or network. Communication
protocols have to be designed very carefully to
avoid the occurrence of these lockups. Their
common characteristic is that they occur only
under unusual circumstances which were not fore-
seen or deemed too unlikely to occur by the proto-
col designers. (However, these designers often
are not the ones in a position to evaluate such
likelihoods quanti tat ively.)

In the ARPANET, HOSTs communicate wi th each
other via a sequence of messages. An l^V takes
in a message from its HOST, forms it into packets,



' and ships the packets separately into the network.
A message consists of up to e ight packets whose
maximum size is approximately 1000 bits. The
destination IMP reassembles the packets and

«livers them in sequence to the receiving MOST.
.his reasserf>ly of packets in conjunction with the
early form of f low control caused the best known
lockup that has occurred in the ARPANET. The
repeated observat ion of this "reassembly lockup"
led to a m a j o r redesign of the ARPANET flow
control mechanism.

Reassembly lockup could occur in the subnet
when reassembly space was unavailable to store
incoming m u l t i p a c k c t messages. Let us assume
that all the reassembly buf fe rs at some IMP A are
either occupied or reserved for awaited packets of
part ial ly reassembled messages. Reassembly lockup
occurred when all the neighbors of IMP A were
filled wi th packets also headed to A which IMP A
could not accept, thereby preventing packets at
other IMPs f rom reaching the destination A and
completing the p a r t i a l l y reassembled messages [9].

Direct store-and-forward lockup is another
example of a lockup which can occur in a packet-
switched network if no proper precautions are
taken [9]. Let us assume that all store-and-
forward buffers in some IMP A are filled with
packets headed to the neighboring IMP B and that •
all s tore-and-forward buffers in IMP B are fi l led
with packets headed to IMP A. Since there is no
store-and-forward buffer space available in either
IMP, no packet can be successfully transmitted
between these two IMPs and a deadlock situation

. -—results. There is, of course, an easy way to
;medy this s i tua t ion . One has to make sure that

not all of the store-and-forward buffers can
reside on a s ingle output queue. In the ARPANET,
only 8 of the 20 store-and-forward buffers can be
placed on a s ingle output queue.

Indirect store-and-forward lockup can occur
when all the store-and-forward buffers in a loop
of IMPs become f i l led wi th packets which all trav-
el in the same direction (clockwise or counter-
clockwise) [9]. Although such a highly structured
traffic pattern is very unlikely to occur it can
be shown tha t , for the lockup to establish itself,
this undesirable packet flow need only persist for
about 1 sec. It appears to be difficult to find
an eff ic ient procedure which prevents indirect
store-and-forward lockup from occurring. In this
case it may be more eff icient to provide for the
recovery from the lockup than for its prevention.
For this purpose a priority structure on the
admission of packets as described in Section 3 is
very he lp fu l since, for example, it may allow the
exchange of control and LD-packets while HT-pack-
ets are already locked up.

The last lockup in the ARPANET which caused
a revision of the flow control procedure happened
at the end of 1973 ("Christmas lockup"). This
dormant lockup condition was brought to light by
col lec t ing snapshot measurement messages at UCLA

_from all sites simultaneously. The Christmas
nckup happened when snapshot inessap.es arrived at

e UCLA IMP which had al located reassembly
storage for t hem and no reassembly blocks were
free. (A reassembly block is a piece of storage
used in the actual process of reassembling packets

back into messages.) To avoid this k i n d of lock-
up reassembly blocks are now allocated along w i t h
the reassembly buffers for each mult iple-packet
message . [10].

Aside from these flow control lockups, a num-
ber cf hardware failures have produced severe
lockup conditions. This has led to the e x t e n s i v e
use of software checksums to protect data packets
und sensitive pieces of code [11].

4.2 Piggyback Lockup

As long as it is not possible to design prac-
tical communication protocols which guarantee
deadlock-free operation it is v i ta l to c o n t i n u a l l y
check those protocols that are current ly in use
for any such fa i lures - even if they appear "very
unlikely" to occur. In this section we comment
on a possible deadlock condition in the IMP subnet
which, to our knowledge , has not yet occurred,
neither had it previously been identif ied. Though
we have never seen this problem actual ly happen it
may occur in the future if no precautions are
taken. This possible lockup condition is due to
the sequencing of messages in the subnet.

As mentioned before, the f low control mecha-
nism in the ARPANET was modified in some signifi-
cant ways to avoid the occurrence of reassembly
lockup [6]. Specifically, no mult i -packet message
is allowed to enter the network until storage for
the message has been allocated at the des t inat ion
IMP. As soon as the source IMP takes in the f i r s t
packet of a multi-packet message, it sends a sma l l
control message to the destination IMP requesting
that reassembly storage be reserved. It does not
take in further packets from the HOST until it
receives an allocation message in reply.

To maximize the effective bandwidth for
sequences of long messages, the end-to-end
acknowledgment message ("RFNM" for request-for-
next-message) may carry a storage al locat ion (the
piggybacked ALLOCATE). If the source HOST delays
too long, or if the data transfer is complete , the
source IMP returns the unused allocation to the
destination IMP.

To guarantee that messages leave the desti-
nation IMP in the same order as they entered the
source IMP, each message carries a sequence num-
ber. This sequencing of messages has the poten-
tial of introducing deadlock conditions. The
reason for this is that any message, say M S G ( n + l ) ,
which is out of order (and therefore cannot be
delivered to its destination HOST) may use up
resources that are required by MSG(n) which must
be delivered next . Therefore, MSG(n) may not be
able to reach its destination IMP w h i c h , in turn ,
prevents the other messages (n+1, etc.) that arc
out of order from being delivered to their desti-
nation HOST(s). For this reason one has to be
very careful not to a l locate too many resources
(e.g. buf fers ) to messages that are cut of order.

To avoid lockup conditions the current f l ow
control procedure in the ARPANET takes the two
fol lowing p recau t ions :

1. Requests for bu f fe r a l locat ion are a lways
serviced in order of message n u m b e r ; i . e .
no 'ALLOCATE' is returned for M S C ( n » l )
if MSG(ii) (or a request for b u f f e r
al locat ion for MSC(n)) has not yet been



received and serviced.
2. Single packet messages (regular and

priority) that arrive at the destination
IMP out of order arc not accepted unless
they were retransmitted in response to
a previous bu f f e r al location. These
messages are treated rather as a request
for the allocation of one buf fe r (accord-
ing to 1 above) and the message text is
discarded.

Kith these two precautions the occurrence "of
deadlock conditions appears to be impossible.
However, there is a second bu f f e r allocation mech-
anism that is not tied to the message sequencing,
namely, the ALLOCATE that is piggybacked on the
RFNM for a mult iple-packet message. The piggy-
backed ALLOCATE represents a buffer allocation for
the next multiple-packet message, and not for the
next message in sequence. Thus, if the next
message in sequence is a single-packet message,
the piggybacked ALLOCATE in effect allocates
buffers to a message that is out of order.

Let us see how this situation can lead to a
deadlock condition. Assume there is a maximum
number of 24 reassembly buffers in each IMP. Let
IMPs A, B , and C continually transmit 8-packet
messages to the same dest ination IMP D such that

: all 24 reassembly buffers in IMP D are used up by
this transmission of mult iple-packet messages.
If now, in the stream of 8-packct messages, IMP A
sends a single-packet message it wi l l generally
not be accepted by destination IMP D since there
is no reasscnMy buf fe r space available. (There
may be a free reassembly buffer if the single-

"•acket message just happens to arrive during the
iine one of the three 8-packet messages is being

transmitted to its HOST). The single-packet
message w i l l therefore be treated as a request for
buffer allocation. This request wi l l not be ser-
viced before the RFNM of the previous multiple-
packet message has been sent. At this t ime, how-
ever, all the free reassembly buffers have already
been allocated to the next multiple-packet message
via the piggybacked ALLOCATE mechanism. The only
chance for the single-packet message to get its
allocation request satisfied is to grab a reassem-
bly buffer from one of the other two 8-packet
messages. This attempt may be unsuccessful
because it depends on the t iming of events in the
IKS'. A deadlock condition can occur if IMP B and
IMP C also send a single-packet message in their
stream of 8-packet messages which cannot be ser-
viced for the same reason. In this case, the
three 8-packet messages that w i l l arrive later at

IMP D cannot be delivered to their destination
HOST(s) because they are out of order. The three
single-packet messages that should be delivered
next, however, wi l l never reach the destination
IMP since there is no reassembly space available.
Table 1 shows a possible sequence of events that
leads to this deadlock condition. Note that an
ALLOCATE for one of the single-packet messages Al,
Bl, and Cl can only be returned to source IMP A,
8, and C, respect ively, after the RFNM (with its

ggybacked ALLOCATE) for the previous 8-packet
«cssage has been sent. If these RFNMs are sent

Table 1 Example for the P i p g y h a c k Lockup

I of
allocated
reassembly
buffers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Initially
A8 arrives
B8 arrives
C8 arrives
Al arrives
Bl arrives
Cl arrives
A8 complete
B8 complete
C8 complete
A8 RFNM/ALL
B8 RFNM/ALL
C8 RFNM/ALL
A8 arrives
B8 arrives
C8 arrives
- deadlock -

24
16
8
0
0
0
0
0
0

, o
8
16
24
16
8
0

Explanation of notation:

event: A8 arrives

event: Cl arrives

event: B8 complete

event: A8 RFNM/ALL

» of * of
reassembly free re-
buffers in assembly
use bu f f e r s

0
8

16
24
24
24
24
16
8
0
0
0
0
8

16
24

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

16
24
16

8
0
0
0
0

all 8 packets of
the 8-packet mes-
sage from IMP A
have arrived at
IMP D

a single packet
message from IMP C
has arrived at IMP
D (and is treated
as a request for
buffer allocation)

the last packet of
the 8-packet mes-
sage from IM> B has
been received by
its destination
HOST

a RFNM with the
piggybacked ALLOCATE
is sent to IMP A

in sequence, i.e. without an ALLOCATE for one of
the single-packet messages in between, the tempo-
rarily freed reassembly storage (events (7)
through (9)) is implici t ly allocated to the next
multiple-packet messages (events (10) through
(12)) and not to any of the single-packet messages.
The next 8-packet messages are, however, out of
order and cannot be delivered to their destina-
tion HOST(s).

It appears as though such a lockup can only
occur if the number of reassembly buffers is a



m u l t i p l e of e igh t . Indeed , the probabili ty of a
lockup in this latter case is much higher. How-
ever, deadlocks can also occur if the number of
reassembly buffers is not a m u l t i p l e of eight.

us assume there are 26 instead of 24 reassem-
Ui/ b u f f e r s . Assume also t h a t , due to alternate
paths or l ine fa i lure , the second packet of a
2-packet message arr ives at IMP D before a single-
packet message from the same source IMP A. The
single-packet message has a smal le r sequence
number and must therefore be delivered to its
destination HOST be fore the 2-packet message.
When the second packet of the 2-packet message
arrives at IMP D the IMP realizes that only 2 of
the a l located 8 buf fe r s w i l l be needed. There-
fore 6 buf fe r s are returned to the pool 'of free
reassembly buf fe r s . If there were 26-3x8=2
buffers in the pool before , the pool size is in-
creased by 6 to 8 buffers . These 8 buffers,
however, are jus t enough to send out another
piggybacked ALLOCATE. The single-packet message
may therefore find the pool of free reassembly
buffers empty although the total number of re-
assembly buf fe r s is not a mult iple of eight. The
2-packet message cannot be delivered to its des-
tination HOST because it is out of order. There-
fore the deadlock condition we described before
may occur again.

We agree that the above mentioned sequence
of events is unlikely to occur (otherwise one
would have observed it already). This is partic-
ularly true since the current maximum number of
reassembly buffers (42) is much larger than 24.

"^vdging from past experience wi th computer sys-
s and networks , however, we know that even

very unlikely events have a tendency to occur in
the long run. Also, the probability of this
deadlock condition increases with increasing
"traffic in the net. Therefore, it is certainly
worthwhile to modify the flow control in such a
way that this deadlock cannot occur. It turns out
that a minor modification already achieves the
desired e f f ec t . Recall that the described dead-
lock can only occur because single- and nrultiple-
packet messages use the same pool of reassembly
buffers. If we set aside a single reassembly
buffer (or one for each destination HOST) that
can be used only by single-packet messages this
lockup condition due to message sequencing can-
not occur.

4.3 Throughput Degradation

As pointed out before, the throughput and
delay requirements for RT-traffic are quite
different from the throughput and delay require-
ments for interactive use or f i le transfers. For
the transmission of digit ized speech, for in-
stance, it is necessary to achieve a relatively
high throughput for small messages since long
messages result in long source delays to f i l l the
large buffers. We realize that up to now little

—Htcir.pt was made to o p t i m i z e the transmission
r RT- t ra f f i c in the ARPANET. It was neverthe-

s surprising for us to find out that the
ooserved throughput for single-packet messages
is in many cases only about one fourth 'of what
one would expect. In what fo l lows we are going
to explain why this happens and what could be

done to correct this s i tua t ion .
As mentioned before, single-packet messages

are not accepted by the des t inat ion IMP if they
arrive out of order. ' They are rather treated as
a request for the al location of one reasserrbly
buf fe r . The corresponding ALLOCATE is then sent
back to the source IMP only a f t e r the RFNM for
the previous message has been processed. Ke
therefore may have the following sequence of
events:

1. MSG(i) sent from SOURCE-IMP (message i
is sent from the source IMP to the
destination IMP) .

2. MSG(i+l) sent from SOURCE-IMP.
3. MSG(i+l) arrives at DEST-IMP (due to an

alternate path or a line error, M.SG(i+l)
arrives at the destination IMP out of
order; it is treated as a request for
one reassembly buf fe r allocation and
then discarded) .

4. MSG(i) arrives at DEST-IMP (MSG(i)
arrives at the destination IMP; it is
put on the proper HOST output queue).

5. RFNM(i) sent from DEST-IMP (af ter MSG(i)
has been accepted by the destination HOST
the RFNM is sent to the source IMP) .

6. ALL(i+l) sent from DEST-IMP (only after
the RFNM for MSG(i) has been processed
can the ALLOCATE for MSG( i+ l )be sent ) .

7. RFNM(i) arrives at SOURCE-IMP.
8. ALL(i+l) arrives at SOURCE-IMP.
9. MSG(i+l) is retransmitted from SOURCE-

IMP.
10. MSG(i-t-l) arrives at DEST-IMP (now MSG(i+ l )

is put on the-proper HOST output queue) .
.11. RFNfl(i+l) sent from DEST-IMP.
12. RFNM(i+l) arrives at SOURCE-IMP.

Figure 3 describes this seauence of events
graphically. Note that the round-trip time for
MSG(i+l) is the time interval between event 2 and
event 12. The round-trip time for M S G ( i + l ) i s more
than twice as large as it would have been if it
had arrived in order, other conditions being
unchanged. Therefore a line error will in many
cases not only delay the message in error but
also the next single-packet message if this
message follows the preceding message within
125 msec, the error retransmission timeout inter-
val. Also, a faster, alternate path to the
destination IMP can actually slow down the trans-
mission since it causes messages to arrive there
out of order.

This situation becomes even worse when we
consider RFNM-driven single-packet message

Figure 3. Retransmission Delay (or MSG(i



. tr^.'i 'ic. Table 2 shows a possible sequence of
events . We again .assume that M3G( i« -n reaches
the des t ina t ion IMP before MSG(i) . Since the
t r a f f i c is RFNM-driven, the arrival of RFNM(i) ,
R F N M ( i * 1 ) , - • • • is followed by the sending of

/ & G ( i + 4 ) , M 3 G ( i + 5 ) ,
The nost interesting fact about this sequence

of events is that the arrival of MSG( i+ l ) before
MSG(i) at the destination IMP causes not only
^SG(i-t-l) but all future messages to be retrans-
mitted—though we do not assume that any of the
future messages arrive out of order. The table
also shows that the round-trip time for MSG(i+4)
and all future messages is more than four times
as large as it would be without these undesirable
retransmissions. It is also noteworthy that ,
once this retransmission pattern has established
itself , there is almost no way the system can
recover from this condition other than interrupt-
ing the input stream at the source IMP. A single
arrival out of order of any of the later user or

—• control messages, for instance, w i l l not change
this retransmission pattern. The normal flow
of s ingle-packet messages w i l l reestablish itself
if, for example , MSG(i + 4) , MSG(i+S) , and MSG(i+6)
are s imul taneous ly delayed for several hundred
milliseconds such that MSG( i+ l ) , M S G ( i + 2 ) , and
MSG(i+3) can be retransmit ted in the meantime. The

*•• probabil i ty of occurrence of such an event is,
however, extremely small. Therefore one can
consider the system as being trapped in this
undesirable retransmission condition. The
"normal" flow of messages, on the other hand,
represents only the transient behavior of the
System since there is always a finite probability

it two messages arrive out of order due to
transmission errors.

As mentioned before , the system can only
recover from this throughput (and delay) degra-
dation if the input stream of single-packet
messages is interrupted. In case of speech
transmission, however, this might not occur for
some time. Therefore speech transmission systems
would in many cases have to work with only one
fourth of the expected single-packet bandwidth.
Since this is clearly an unacceptable condition
we now describe a method that could be used to
avoid the undesirable retransmission of messages.

Recall that a single-packet message is
rejected at the destination IMP and later retrans-
mitted if the RFNM for the preceding message has
not yet been sent to the source IMP. This is
mainly done to prevent the occurrence of reassem-
bly lockup conditions. Therefore the problem
cannot be solved by simply accepting all single-

l packet messages without additional measures to
prevent deadlocks. This could lead to a reassem-
bly lockup if a large nunber of single-packet
messages from several source IMPs arrives at their
common destination IMP out of order. In this case
the dest inat ion IMP might not be able to accept
those messages that are in order because of the

_ lack of reassembly buffers . As a result the
.iystcm is deadlocked. Any solution of the

roughput degradation problem must guarantee
mat all messages tha t arrive in order can be
accepted by the destination IMP.

Suppose all s ingle-packet messages are ini-
t ia l ly accepted (or stored). Let us take a

Table 2 R e t r a n s m i s s i o n Pattern for S i n g l e - p a c k e t
Messages

SOURCE IMP

MSG(i) sent
KSG(i+l) sent
MSG(i-t-Z) sent
MSG(i+3) sent

RFNM(i) arr
MSG(i+4) sent
AIL(i+l) arr
MSG(i+l) sent

RFNM(i+l) arr
MSG(i+5) sent
ALL(i+2) arr
MSG(i+2) sent

RFNM(i+2) arr
MSG(i+6)sent
ALL(i+3) arr
MSG(i+3) sent

RFNM(i+3) arr
MSG(i+7) sent
ALL(i+4) arr
MSG(i+4) sent

RFNM(i+4) arr
MSG(i-t-S) sent
All(i+5) arr
MSG(i+S) sent

DESTINATION IMP

MSG(i+l) arr out of order
MSG(i)-arr
RFNM(i) sent
ALL(i-t-l) sent
MSG(i+2) arr out of order
MSG(i+3) arr out of order

MSG(i+4) arr out of order
MSG(i+l) arr
R F N M ( i + l ) sent
ALL(i+2) sent

MSG(i+5) arr out of order
MSG(i+2) arr
RFNM(i+2) sent
ALL(i+3) sent

MSG(i+6) arr out of order
MSG(i+3) arr
RFNM(i+3) sent
ALL(i+4) sent

MSG(i+7) arr out of order
MSG(i+4) arr
RFNM(i+4) sent
ALL(i-t-S) sent

closer look at the situation where all single-
packet messages arc accepted (or stored) such that
there is no reassembly buffer available for
messages that have to be delivered to thei r HOSTs
next. This is not real ly a lockup condit ion
because the source IMPs keep a copy of all s ingle-
packet messages for which an RFNM has not yet
been received. Therefore any single-packet
message, which arrived out of order but was
accepted by the destination IMP nevertheless, can
be deleted later without the message be ing lost.
The destination IMP only has to send an ALLOCATE
for each deleted single-packet message to the
corresponding source IMP when reassembly buffer
space is available. This can also be considered
as a deferred rejection. But now a retrans-
mission is only necessary if the destination IMP
is really running out of reassembly buf fers . In
this case, the physical limitations of the system
are reached and we cannot hope to gain large
throughput increases by means of protocol changes.

V. Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that the design
of flow control procedures is fraught w i t h hidden
dangers. Indeed, some of the most "obvious"
principles lead to catastrophic ne twork f a i lu res .
For example, we have been able to show that both



p'.id ot reasscriily and message sequencing arc
l i k e l y sources of serious trouble even though both
spr ing from apparen t ly sound reasoning. Once dis-
covered, these lockups and degradations are easily
•r -wed. However, the poss ib i l i ty of other, 35

undiscovered, lockups and degradations leaves
one in i cost uncomfortable (in fact, untenable)
posi t ion.

A solut ion to this d i f f i c u l t y is to subject
the f low control procedure to a formal test of
its "correctness". Such a procedure is discussed
by Postcl (12 ] , but un t i l the pure f low control
portion of network progress can be isolated in a
clean way (such as , for example , structured
programming) , the enormity of performing the test
is prohibitive. An alternative solution would
be to adopt an extremely simple approach to flow
control which could be proven safe (For example ,
thc^UCLA Vir tual Machine Monitor is designed
around a smal l i solated kernel whose security
can be verified due to its size [13]). Until
progress is made in those directions we can look
foi^ward to the unpleasant surprises described in
this paper.
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